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Abstract In this paper, we study the role of consumer price
expectations in influencing consumer purchase decisions.
Specifically, we examine the drivers of relative dominance
of two price expectations—one formed prior to store visit
(PRIOR) and the other about price in other stores (POST)
formed after being exposed to focal store price. We collect the
data from an online store shopping environment, allowing
participants to make real purchase decisions. We have identi-
fied two distinct classes of shopping behaviors in our data—
inside-focused (IF) and outside-looking (OL). Purchase deci-
sions of the former are mainly driven by PRIOR while that of
the latter by POST. At constant cost, we show that a promotion
scheme with deep discounts (e.g., 5 % for 3 weeks or 15 %
price cut in the first week) boosts sales more than the one with
shallow discount (e.g., 3 % for 5 weeks). This increase comes
mainly from the OL class, which is more sensitive to price
changes. We further demonstrate how stores should manage
consumer price expectations to maximize the sales lift during
price promotions.

Keywords Price expectation . Reference price . Promotion

1 Introduction

Prior to a store visit, most consumers plan what products/
items to purchase [1] and form expectations about the prices
they would pay for those items. Price expectations are used
as reference points to help make final purchase decisions
[2]. Assume that two consumers, A and B, plan to buy a
particular brand of orange juice in the same store. Consum-
er A expects to pay $7 and B $5 for the product, but both
find the store price to be $6. It is reasonable to predict that B
is less likely to buy it than A. There are at least two
behavioral explanations for this prediction. The first is that
B compares her prior expectation and the actual price of the
store. Her transaction utility (the psychological loss when
compared to a reference price) [3] is negatively affected
because the prior expectation is lower than the actual price.
Another explanation is that B defers until next purchase
occasion in a different store (or sometimes in the same store
at a later week) because she expects to pay a lower price
then.

Reference prices are invariably linked to consumers’ price
expectations. Consistent with the behavioral explanation giv-
en above, there can be at least two distinct price expectations
that influence purchase decisions. On one hand, Thaler [3]
treats the expectation of the store price as an internal reference
point in the prospect theory framework [4]. Several empirical
papers have tested the predictions of this theory by examining
how consumers respond to psychological losses and gains [5].
On the other hand, in a rational utility maximizing framework,
the consumer’s price expectation is the expected cost of alter-
native purchase options, i.e., price at a different store or same
store in a later week. Several marketing studies, using either
the analytical [6] or the empirical approach [7], are based on
this framework. As we will discuss later, the two frameworks
need not be mutually exclusive of each other—depending on
the amount of cognitive resources consumers are willing to
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invest during the shopping process, they may switch from
using one type of expectation to another.

Experience with changing price levels inside stores has
been traditionally identified as a primary information source
for consumers to update internal reference points [8] or the
expected cost of alternative purchasing options [9]. The
“adaptive expectation” approach proposed in Nerlove [10]
was one of the first to model how consumers update expecta-
tions. Consumers may follow different routes for updating
expectations. As we shall explain later, fluctuations in prices
may have different impacts on different consumers in
updating their expectations; this is moderated by the amount
of cognitive resources they invest during the shopping
process.

We study the impact of price expectations on converting
consumers’ planned purchases into actual purchases in a store
and investigate when and how the effect of one type of price
expectation dominates the effect of another. This is the first
marketing study to disentangle the two effects. The major
reason for the absence of such studies is the identification
problem. Since price expectations are unobservable and both
explanations can lead to the same observable outcomes, as the
above example has illustrated, secondary consumer data do
not allow us to distinguish the impacts of the two expectations
on purchases. To overcome this data problem, we designed a
laboratory experiment where participants shop at an online
store under a realistic environment, in which they make actual
purchases by spending real money. This experiment enables
us to collect detailed information. Specifically, participants
first report what product items they plan to purchase and
how much they expect to pay for those items in the store,
before they are exposed to actual prices (we label this as
PRIOR). After the shopping process, they report again how
much they expect to pay for those planned purchase items if
they were to buy them later (we label this as POST). By
randomly assigning participating consumers into different
manipulated pricing conditions, the online experiment allows
us to study how price changes inside the store affect the
updating process of consumer price expectations and as a
result how they impact purchase decisions. Hence, this ap-
proach is superior to the method of intercepting consumers in
real stores.

We develop an econometric model to jointly estimate price
expectation formations as well as purchase decisions from
data. We find that there exist two distinct classes of behaviors
among our participants. For one class (about 30 % of the
total), the purchase decisions in our store are strongly affected
by prices that consumers expect to pay in outside stores.
Changes in current store prices significantly impact both of
the price expectations—PRIOR and POST—for this class.We
call this the “outside-looking” class as its purchase decisions
are driven by the economic gain and loss compared with other
stores. Purchase decisions of the dominant class (about 70 %

of the total), however, are primarily driven by the comparison
of prior price expectations and actual prices of the store.
Expectations from outside stores do not have much impact
in the purchase decisions of this class. Both of the price
expectations in this class are stable over time. We call this
the “inside-focused” class. We confirm the existence of
threshold below which any price reduction is not noticed by
the shoppers and also find demographics, product preferences,
and the price stimuli may move shoppers from one class to the
other. For instance, participants are more likely to belong to
the inside-focused class when prices decrease.

Contributions from this study are twofold. From the aca-
demic perspective, this paper is the first in the marketing
literature to provide evidence that, under different market
environments, consumers’ purchase decisions are influenced
by the two types of price expectations in different ways. We
argue that our results are consistent with predictions from
dual-process models of information processing. The results
also help retailers to understand the impact of different pricing
and promotion strategies and offer important managerial
takeaways. We show that, at constant cost, a promotion
scheme with deep discounts (e.g., 5 % price cut over 3 weeks
or 15 % price cut in the first week) increases store sales more
than several shallow discounts over a longer duration (e.g.,
3 % price cut over 5 weeks). We also show that the former
promotion scheme will switch consumers to the inside-
focused class, whose purchase decisions are influenced by
the disconfirmation between store price and PRIOR. Further,
we illustrate the importance of managing price expectations
when running a price promotion. When consumers are in-
formed of the promotion in advance (through say, feature
advertisements), they will suitably downgrade their PRIOR;
thus, store sales may increase less. By managing consumers’
POST (through say, on-the-shelf displays) when they are
inside the store, on the other hand, could help make the
promotion much more effective.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2,
we provide a theoretical foundation for our study and develop
hypotheses. We discuss the online store shopping experiment
and the collected data in Section 3. In Section 4, we provide a
detailed description of our model and the estimation approach,
and in Section 5, we present and discuss estimation results.
We follow-up with the managerial implications in Section 6,
and finally, Section 7 concludes this study and acknowledges
some of its limitations.

2 A Conceptual Framework for Price Expectations

In this section, we apply dual-process models of information
processing to develop hypotheses that address issues related to
our research objective. We conceptualize that the heterogene-
ity in the primacy of either of the two price expectations in
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purchase decisions and updating processes for the expecta-
tions are driven by the different levels of effort that consumers
invest in processing information. We also examine various
factors that impact consumers’ effort level.

2.1 Dual-Process Models of Information Processing

Theories in this domain predict when consumers choose be-
tween high or low resource-intensive processing strategies
and how this choice may be influenced by individual and
contextual differences. Cacioppo and Petty [11] suggest an
Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) where individuals
choose the effort level. Individuals usually tend to take a
low-effort “peripheral route,” but they will take a high-effort
“central route” to process information when they have the
motivation to do so. Similar models have been developed,
among others, by Shiffrin and Schneider [12], Chaiken [13],
and Sloman [14] (see [15] for a comprehensive review).
Stanovich and West [16] label low and high resource-
intensive cognitive processes as system 1 and system 2, re-
spectively. In a review paper, Kahneman [17] explains that
“the operations of system 1 are fast, automatic, effortless,
associative, and often emotionally charged.” Operations of
system 2, on the other hand, are “slower, serial, effortful,
and deliberately controlled.”

In a direct application of ELM to the purchasing context,
Inman et al. [18] have shown that consumers who process
via the high-effort route react to price cuts on the basis of
the magnitude of the savings. For consumers who process
via a low-effort route, however, a promotional signal like a
sale sign is enough to influence their purchase behavior.
Consistent with the latter effect, Lynch and de Chernatony
[19] suggest that emotional cues are more effective for
consumers who do not carefully process information. It is
important to note that a low-effort process does not imply
poor purchasing decisions. As Kahneman [17] argues, sys-
tem 1 can be “powerful and accurate” if skill has been
acquired through prolonged practice. Because they already
have the necessary skill, consumers do not need to invest
high effort in processing information.

Applying the dual-process models to our online store con-
text, we note that the internal reference price (PRIOR) refers to
the price that participants expect to pay in the store prior to his/
her exposure to the actual price. This expectation may be
formed based on past experiences. As we shall explain in the
next section, the expected price of alternative purchasing
options (POST) is collected after participants have finished
shopping. While forming PRIORs and planning which prod-
ucts to purchase require effort, it is relatively automatic and
effortless to recall PRIORs when participants are inside the
store. Dual-process models suggest that the readily available
PRIOR is used first to compare with current prices; hence, it
will be a major determinant in consumer purchase decisions.

However, for POST to play an important role in purchase
decisions, it requires more individual effort in information
processing. This is because after observing store prices, par-
ticipants have to reconsider the alternative options of buying
in another store (or buying later in the same store) and com-
pare with current prices to make purchase decisions. This
allows people to decide whether to postpone the purchase
and avoid potential regret at a later time. Therefore, only a
stronger motivation (e.g., a higher expected benefit from the
purchases) would cause participants put in the requisite effort
in information processing. As a result, their price expectations
are likely to be updated with observed store price changes and,
once expectations are updated, they are also likely to recon-
sider their outside options by comparing the updated POSTs
with store prices.

Participants who exert relatively lower effort in price infor-
mation processing, relying on PRIOR in purchase decisions,
are less likely to use current prices to update their POST as
well as their price expectation for the next visit to our online
store (i.e., PRIOR for the next trip). Hence, both of these
expectations are more stable for low-effort purchases than
for high-effort purchases, the latter beingmore likely to update
and use POST in decision-making. Furthermore, since indi-
viduals making low-effort purchases are less likely to pay
attention to current price changes, they may also be less price
sensitive than individuals making high-effort purchases.
Therefore, the difference in the effort level in information
processing among individuals, via the dual-process models,
can explain consumer heterogeneity in purchasing and
updating behaviors.

While we cannot directly observe the effort level of con-
sumers, dual-process models predict that the existence of low-
and high-effort price information processing will lead to dis-
tinct types of purchasing behavior and expectations updating
in our data. As a result, we propose and test the following
hypotheses:

H1 Inside the store, there are two types of purchase deci-
sions—the low-effort type is more influenced by PRIOR
and less influenced by price changes inside the store,
while the high-effort type is more influenced by POST
and by price changes.

H2 Consumers making low-effort purchases are less likely
to update their price expectations compared to those
making high-effort purchases.

Based on past research [8], we further hypothesize
that consumers have a zone of insensitivity. If the price
stimuli compared with PRIOR and POST are not strong
enough (i.e., within the zones of insensitivity), con-
sumers may be less likely to change purchase decisions
and update their price expectations by incorporating
current prices.
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2.2 Antecedents of Effort

The source of motivation to exert effort could be situation-
specific or individual-specific. In the shopping context, price
changes within the store may alter consumers’ perception for
the need of a high-effort mode of information processing.
Observing a price decrease may have generated a large
enough psychological gain for the consumers in the first stage
so that they do not need to process further information. How-
ever, an unexpected price increase may induce consumers’
need for considering outside options, hence creating a moti-
vation for information processing.

Furthermore, consumers may invest a lower effort in pro-
cessing price information when they are planning to buy their
favorite brands because they are more knowledgeable about
the price. However, they may also have a high motivation for
effort since a higher product preference implies a higher
expected gain for the invested effort. Finally, some consumers
may have a tendency for higher involvement than others. For
example, frequent shoppers may be skilled in making pur-
chase decisions and hence are more likely to use low effort
that is fast and effortless [17]. It could also be driven by
demographic factors. Low-income households with limited
budget for shoppingmay have a higher motivation to compare
prices carefully with outside stores. Therefore, we propose
and test the following hypothesis:

H3 Consumers will switch between high-effort and low-
effort purchase decisions depending on situation-
specific factors such as price stimuli inside the store
and brands planned to purchase. Individual-specific fac-
tors such as prior shopping experience and household
income will also affect the type of purchase decision.

3 The Online Store Experiment

We designed an online grocery store to study household
shopping behavior for a period of 5 weeks between September
11 and October 13, 2006. The shopping environment was as
close as possible to any functioning store, and all price change
conditions were controlled within the range of outside store
price changes. In our online store, shoppers made actual
purchases by spending real money. We collected detailed
information about the participants’ plans for purchases, price
expectations, and purchase behaviors.

3.1 Experiment Setup

Participants were screened to select only those who were
primary shoppers for their family and made at least one
shopping trip every 2 weeks. Fifty-nine adults (95 % of them

were women) were invited to participate in this study. Table 1
lists demographic characteristics for the participants.

The online store was situated in an experimental laboratory
in a university. Each participant was provided with a dedicated
computer terminal to shop during the visit to the store. The
store stocked 89 stock keeping units (SKUs) in nine product
categories (seeWeb Appendix 1), which remained unchanged
throughout the experiment. These categories and SKUs were
picked based on screening responses, being commonly pur-
chased items. Detailed pricing data from a local grocery chain,
both for online and offline stores, was collected for several
months preceding the study. We used these data to calculate
the average price and price changes for each of the SKUs.

Each participant was given a budget of $15 per visit. She
could spend any amount (including none at all) within that
budget, and actual delivery of purchased groceries was man-
aged through a local grocery chain that provided this service
for a fee.1 Any unspent amount from the budget was refunded
to the participant as cash. Hence, during shopping, our partic-
ipants faced a choice between buying from the store or taking
the cash and spending on any outside stores. On an average, in
each weekly visit, a participant spent $12.27 (minimum $0
and maximum $15) every week and bought 5.58 (minimum 0
and maximum 11) unique SKUs.

3.2 Data Collection

In the first visit, we collected the participants’ brand prefer-
ence and demographics. In each of the four subsequent visits,
the participants had to sequentially complete a pre-purchase
questionnaire, shop online, and then complete a post-purchase
questionnaire. The first questionnaire collected information
about the participants’ purchase plan, the price they expected
to pay in the store (PRIOR) for each of the SKUs that they
planned to buy, and their confidence in the reported expecta-
tion.2 After the shopping process was over, the second ques-
tionnaire asked participants the price they expected to pay for
the next shopping occasion (i.e., POST) for each of the SKUs
that they intended to buy or actually bought in the current trip
and their confidence in the reported expectation. Since our
store had limited product offerings, our participants also vis-
ited other stores on a regular basis during the experiment
period. We find in the data a low association between the
POST of an item in a week and its corresponding PRIOR in

1 To control the substantial delivery cost, a coin was tossed at the end of
each interaction cycle to find out whether the participant gets her grocer-
ies or $15 in cash. Of the 290 participant-weeks, 143 resulted in home
deliveries.
2 We only asked participants to report PRIORs for those SKUs they
planned to purchase for two reasons: first, it would be too time consuming
if participants had to report PRIORs for all 89 SKUs every week. Second
and more important, it is not realistic that participants would be able to
form price expectations for all SKUs including those they had never
intended to purchase.
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the next week, suggesting that for most participants the next
shopping trip refers to purchasing in another outside store.
This was especially true in the closing phase of data collection
when the timing of the next shopping trip was beyond the
experimental period. If a participant decided to buy an SKU
without indicating her intention at the pre-questionnaire
phase, we could not capture her PRIOR for that SKU. Web
Appendix 2 provides a graphical summary of the process.

A snapshot of the shopping screen is in Web Appendix 3.
Participants had to browse through all nine category pages in a
fixed sequence to finish their shopping experience. Before
checking out, they could re-visit any of the previously visited
category pages in any order and change any purchase
decision.

Table 2 reports the maximum, minimum and average
prices, and average PRIORs and POSTs in the nine categories.
Price dispersion, both within and across the categories, is
substantial. On average, it appears that participants’ PRIOR
and POST are quite close and realistic when compared to our
store prices, implying that participants might be revealing
their true price expectations in reports. Some discrepancies
(e.g., canned soup) are observed because popular SKUs in that
product category that appear more frequently in participants’
shopping list are weighted more when calculating the average
PRIORs and POSTs.

Purchase behavior of participants is summarized in Table 3.
Only 4 % of the transactions are unplanned purchases, i.e.,
items that the participants have not planned to purchase in the
category but end up buying. For 45 % of the transactions,
shoppers buy the SKUs that they indicated in the pre-purchase
questionnaire. This is close to the study in Block and Morwitz
[1] which reported that about 42.8 % of the items purchased
were on the shopping list. Within-brand SKU switching, i.e.,
buying another SKU of the same brand, accounts for 15 % of
transactions. Another 26 % of transactions end up with no
purchase. Inter-brand competition that induces brand
switching accounts only for 10 % of observations. Hence,
the critical decision for majority of transactions is “buy vs.
not-buy” for planned items. In another study, Gutierrez [20]
reported that 76.6 % of shoppers bought the product catego-
ries and brands decided on before store visits, which is close to
the ratio of the number of observations purchasing same brand
as planned to the total number of purchases in our data (81 %).
Yet, Gutierrez’ [20] result of 5.3 % brand-switching was lower

than our ratio (10 %), perhaps because of the larger price
variation in our experiment (e.g., we havemanipulated sudden
price increases and decreases, as we will discuss below). Still,
the planned vs. non-planned purchasing behaviors from our
experiment are in general consistent with results in previous
studies.

3.3 Experimental Manipulations

1. Pricing conditions: We manipulated price changes in the
online store to investigate how these influenced partici-
pants’ price expectations updating and purchasing deci-
sions. Participants were randomly assigned to one of five
different pricing environments for the duration of the
experiment. About half of (week, SKU) couples are in
the first environment where prices remain constant. The
other four pricing environments differed in the rate of
change (gradual vs. sudden) of SKU prices and the direc-
tion of change (increase vs. decrease). In gradual change
cases, prices of the SKU moved strictly monotonically
over the weeks, whereas in the case of sudden change,
almost all the prices were changed only in the fourth
week. As normally seen in the stores, prices of SKUs
under the same brand name (within a category) moved
in tandem. Number of (week, SKU) combinations, aver-
age percent of price change, and its standard deviation of
each pricing environment are reported in the left panel of
Table 4. There are fewer cases of “sudden increase” and
“sudden decrease” because these only happened once in
the experiment. It was ensured that SKUs were in
counterbalancing pricing environment in any particular
week. That is, whenever a participant found price in-
creases for some SKUs in a category, there would be price
decreases for some other SKUs in the same category.

The effects of price change on purchase plan and
purchase decisions (from weeks 2 to 4) are summarized
in the right panel of Table 4. As expected, price decrease
helps in converting planned purchases to actual pur-
chases. In particular, actual purchases are slightly more
than planned purchases when there is a sudden price
decrease, due to unplanned purchase and brand switching.
The ratio of actual to planned purchases is significantly
lower under increasing price conditions, especially for
sudden increase.

Table 1 Household and shopping
characteristics of participants Household characteristics Maximum Minimum Mode Mean

Age (years) 63 19 26 38

Annual household income (‘000 $) 170 10 30 58

Family size (including children) 6 1 2 2.5

Number of children 3 0 0 0.4

Shopping trips in a month 12 2 5 5.4
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We further run some simple regression analyses to test
how participants purchase and update price expectations
under different pricing conditions. Regressionmodels and
results are discussed in Web Appendix 4. Overall, partic-
ipants were more price sensitive under ascending price
conditions and, expectedly, the price coefficient for sud-
den increase is more negative than that for gradual in-
crease. They were also responsive to the disconfirmation
of current prices in updating price expectations. These
results provide support that participants are responsive
in a sensible way to the controlled conditions.

2. Price display: To differentiate the effect of a mere price
reduction from that supplemented by other promotions
[18] and to explore possible individual differences in
sensitivity to this manipulation [21], we selected a set of
SKUs for which the price reduction (from the previous
week) was accompanied by an on-screen banner stating
that the price of the selected SKU was $X this week (the
banner did not provide a reference to the original price).
We call this banner a “price display” (see online Appen-
dix 3). About 29 % of SKUs whose prices were reduced
had an accompanying price display.

Potential Issues of Data Collection In our experiment, we
collected information via a survey. Participants were
asked about the products they planned to purchase as

well as their PRIORs and POSTs. This method has the
potential to create bias in participants’ responses. First,
the participants might not have planned their purchases
but were forced to create a list. We believe that this is
not an issue for most of participants. Previous studies
have found that most consumers are in the habit of
creating a shopping list before shopping [1]. Given that
the ratio of planned vs. unplanned purchases in our data
is quite consistent with previous studies on shopping
lists, as we previously discussed, a survey for plans of
purchases does not seem to have created biases in the
actual purchasing behavior.

The second potential issue is that by asking for par-
ticipants’ PRIOR, the survey may have “framed” them to
alter their subsequent purchase decisions and responses
to the POST question. To investigate the extent of such
potential bias, we randomly divided the shoppers into
two equal groups in the first week of data collection.
The control group first completed the online shopping
and then responded to questionnaires regarding their
PRIOR and POST, while the treatment group was asked
for PRIOR before shopping. The results presented in
Table 5 show that there is no statistically significant
difference in the number of SKUs planned to be pur-
chased and actually purchased between the control and
treatment groups. We also find that the average ratio of
(Price−POST) /Price is −0.19 (standard deviation at
0.44) for the experimental group and −0.23 (standard
deviation at 0.53) for the control group. There is virtu-
ally no difference between the two groups. Therefore, we
conclude that asking the PRIOR question has not biased
participants’ response to POST and purchase decisions in
our study.

Finally, the survey of PRIOR and POST may have a
“carryover” effect on participants’ price expectations in
subsequent weeks. It is difficult to investigate the extent
of such bias since previous studies [22] have stated that the
temporal correlation of attitudes should be high. However,
as we will discuss in Section 5, for a large segment of
participants, their POST in the previous week has a small

Table 2 Prices, prior, and post
across categories (per SKU) Category Max. price ($) Min. price ($) Avg. price ($) Avg. PRIOR ($) Avg. POST ($)

Milk 2.69 1.19 2.25 2.36 2.32

Soft drinks 3.67 0.89 2.14 2.08 2.02

Yogurt 3.09 0.50 1.00 1.06 1.03

Orange juice 5.99 1.65 3.57 3.19 3.22

Canned soup 3.29 1.99 2.56 1.89 2.06

Pasta 2.49 0.50 1.01 1.25 1.18

Pasta sauce 3.49 0.89 2.08 2.19 2.21

Bath tissue 3.79 1.65 2.85 2.67 2.62

Paper towel 7.59 0.89 2.82 2.25 2.18

Table 3 Purchase behaviors of participants

Purchase patterns Percentage of
transactions (%)

Impulse purchase (did not plan to buy in category
but end up buying)

4

Brand switching (planned to buy a different brand
in the category)

10

SKU switching (planned to buy a different SKU
of the same brand)

15

Bought as planned (bought the SKU indicated in
the pre-purchase stage)

45

No purchase 26
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impact on their current POST. This contradicts the carry-
over effect argument.

4 Model

We postulate that before walking into our store, consumers
have a list (mental if not on paper) of products that they intend
to purchase. Consumers also have a PRIOR for each of these
SKUs they plan to purchase and possibly an expected price
related to purchasing from outside stores. During the purchas-
ing process, a disconfirmation between PRIOR and current
price may generate psychological gain or loss (transaction
utility). Further, after observing the current price, consumers
may update their expected price of purchasing from outside
stores, which is the POST we collect after participants finish
the shopping process. Consumers may also update their price
expectation for the next shopping trip in our store, which will
be the PRIOR we collect in the next week.

We only have information of participants’ PRIOR and
POST if the products are on their shopping list; therefore,
we only model the updating process of price expectations
and the decision of converting planned purchases into actual
purchases. By adopting the latent class model approach [23],
our model allows that consumers are heterogeneous in both
updating processes and purchase decisions. We model and
estimate the updating processes and purchase decisions simul-
taneously in an integrated framework.

4.1 Updating Processes for PRIOR and POST

Because of the large price variation across the products in our
experiment, we normalize both PRIOR and POST by the
average price of each of the SKUs. Following the previous
literature (e.g., Nerlove’s [10] “adaptive expectation” model),
we postulate that for consumer i in week t who belongs to a
latent class s, the updating process of PRIOR for product j is as
follows:

PRIORijt

p j

¼ θs0 þ θs1⋅
PRIORij;t −1

pj

þ θs2⋅
PRICE j;t −1−PRIORij;t −1
� �

pj

⋅

PRICE j;t −1−PRIORij;t−1
� �

pj

������
������≥ks1

8<:
9=;þ εijt ð1Þ

where pj is the average price of product j, and the
superscript s implies that the (i, j, t) tuple belongs to
a latent class s. The difference (PRICEj,t−1−PRIORij,t

−1) allows us to see how much of the previous dis-
confirmation is incorporated by consumers in forming
their current expectation. The indicator function {⋅} in
the equation implies that consumers will only update
their PRIOR if the ratio PRICE j;t−1−PRIORij;t−1

� ��� =pj

��
is large than a positive parameter k1

s , i.e., when the
difference is outside their zone of insensitivity. To
allow for model flexibility, we do not impose the restriction
that θ1

s =(1−θ2s) as in the standard exponential smoothing
model. Finally, the error term εijt is assumed to be distributed
as N(0,σ1

2).
Our POST updating model is similar to Eq. (1). Al-

though POST is related to the price in stores outside,
participants may still use observed prices in our online
store to update their expectations, especially if they are
uncertain of the prices outside. We hypothesize that the
previous period POSTi j , t − 1 provides a prior and

Table 4 Price changes and purchases

Pricing conditions Price change Purchases

(Number of unique (week, SKU))

Number of
(week, SKU)

Average change
(%)

Standard
deviation (%)

Planned
purchases

Actual
purchase

Ratio of actual to
planned purchases (%)

Gradual increase 488 10.6 9.0 425 258 61

Gradual decrease 488 −9.1 6.9 276 221 80

Sudden increase 134 56.0 53.4 85 36 42

Sudden decrease 140 −31.6 14.7 69 75 109

No change 1,271 – – 940 679 72

Table 5 Impacts of data collection (analysis for week 1)

Measure Group Avg. SD

No. of SKUs planned Treatment group 14.24 5.56

Control group 12.25 4.87

No. of SKUs bought Treatment group 6.69 2.56

Control group 5.50 2.17
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consumers update their POSTijt after observing the cur-
rent price in the online store. For consumer i in week t
who belongs to a latent class s, the updating process is
as follows:

POSTijt

p j

¼ βs
0 þ βs

1⋅
POSTij;t−1

pj

þ βs
2⋅

PRICEjt−POSTij;t−1
� �

pj

⋅

PRICEjt−POSTij;t−1
� �

pj

������
������≥ks2

8<:
9=;þ ηijt ð2Þ

where the error term ηijt is assumed to be distributed as
N(0,σ2

2), and k2
s is another positive parameter that measures

the zone of insensitivity for this process. Note that in Eq. (2),
POSTijt is updated from PRICEjt. Our hypotheses state that for
at least one class, the parameters θ2

s in Eq. (1) and β2
s in Eq. (2)

are both zero, while for another class, both parameters are
significantly positive. 3

4.2 Purchase Decisions

Conditional on PRIOR and POST, a consumer’s utility of
purchase is captured by a reduced-form specification. For a
product j in consumer i’s shopping list in period t that belongs
to latent class s, we specify the purchase utility function as:

uijt ¼ δs0 þ δs1ln
PRICEjt

p j

0@ 1Aþ δs2ln
PRICEjt

PRIORijt

� �
⋅ ln

PRICEjt

PRIORijt

� ����� ����≥ks3� �

þ δs3ln
PRICEjt

POSTijt

� �
⋅ ln

PRICEjt

POSTijt

� ����� ����≥ks4� �
þ δs4Displayjt þ υijt

ð3Þ

The parameter δ1
s measures the consumer price sensitivity,

δ2
s the effect of gain or loss when current price is different from
PRIOR on the transaction utility, and δ3

s the difference be-
tween the expected purchase cost from outside stores and the
current price. The parameter δ4

s measures the effect of price
display on the utility of purchase. Similar to Eqs. (2) and (3),
the two indicator functions in the equation imply that PRIOR
and POST will only impact the purchase decision if the
absolute values of ln(PRICEjt/PRIORijt) and ln(PRICEjt/
POSTijt) are larger than k3

s and k4
s , respectively. We hypothe-

size that for one (high-effort) class, δ1
s and δ3

s in the equation
are significantly negative, while for the other (low-effort)
class, δ2

s is significantly negative.

Following a standard approach, we assume that the utility
generated from the decision of not buying the planned item
from our store (and instead from an outside stores) is ui0t=υi0t.

We assume that the stochastic variables υi0t and υijt in
Eq. (3) belong to type 1 extreme value distribution. Let yijt
be an indicator function which is equal to 1 if a purchase is
made, and 0 otherwise, and let busijt be the deterministic part in

Eq. (3) without υijt. The probability that a planned item j will
be converted to actual purchase has the following binary logit
specification:

Ps
ijt ¼ Prs yijt ¼ 1

	 

¼ exp busijt	 


= 1þ exp busijt	 
h i
ð4Þ

4.3 Class Membership

Let fijt
s be the probability that the (i, j, t) tuple belongs to a

latent class s. We assume a logit form specification as:

f sijt ¼ exp Zijtθ
s

� �.X
s0

exp Zijtθ
s0

	 

ð5Þ

where Zijt is a vector of the covariates. As discussed in Sec-
tion 2, both situational and intrinsic variables determine the
consumer’s effort level to process information [24]. We use a
vector of time-invariant covariates including “Freq_Shopi,”
which equals 1 if consumer i visits a grocery store more than
five times (the average for our data) in a month and 0 other-
wise; “ln(Inci),” which is the log of the household annual
income of the consumer; and “Fav_Brandij,” which is an
indicator variable that takes the value 1 if product j belongs
to the consumer i’s favorite brand. We also use a covariate
“PriorConfidenceijt,” which is the consumer’s confidence lev-
el when she estimates PRIOR for the product. Finally, con-
sumers may switch their effort level in the shopping process,
depending on the price stimuli. We use the percentage price
increase from the last period (PriceDiff-Positive), and percent-
age price decrease from the last period (PriceDiff-Negative),
to represent the ascending and decreasing pricing conditions.
Incorporating these two variables in Eq. (5) helps us to inves-
tigate how the effort level of information processing will be
affected under the price manipulation in our experiment.

4.4 Model Estimation

Conditional on belonging to a class s, we assume that εs in the
PRIOR updating (Eq. (1)), ηs in the POST updating (Eq. (2)),
and υs in the purchase utility function (Eq. (3)) are indepen-
dent of each other. In other words, the interdependence of
price expectations updating and purchase decisions is fully

3 We have also estimated an asymmetric model allowing θ and β to be
different when current prices are higher (vs. lower) than expectations in
Eqs. (1) and (2). We do not find any significant asymmetric differences.
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captured by the latent class membership. Based on this as-
sumption, and the fact that the updating processes do not

depend on the purchase decision, we can specify the joint
likelihood of PRIORijt, POSTijt, and purchase decisions yijt as

ℓ ¼
X
i; j;t

ln
X
s

f sijt � L1 PRIORijt sj
� �� L2 POSTijt sj

� �� L3 yijt PRIORijt; POSTijt; s
��	 
	 
" #

ð6Þ

where L1 is the conditional density function in Eq. (1),
L2 the conditional density function in Eq. (2), and

L3 ¼ P s
ijt

h iyijt
1−P s

ijt

h i 1−yijtð Þ
the likelihood function

conditional on PRIORijt and POSTijt, where Pijt
s

is the
purchase probability function in Eq. (4). To allow for
the possible heteroskedasticity of ε and η across product
categories (see Eqs. (1) and (2)), we estimate category-
specific σ1 and σ2.

In the experiment, participants may need some time to
experience and learn about our store and its prices. In partic-
ular, they need to learn how to form their PRIOR by first
observing our store prices. Therefore, we only use data from
the last 4 weeks (weeks 2–5) in model estimation. Week 2
provides data for PRIORij,t-1 for model estimation, and the last
3 weeks provide data to estimate the full model in Eq. (6).
Overall, we have 943 complete data points that include PRI-
OR, POST, and the purchase decisions.

4.5 Model Limitations

We only estimate the decision of converting planned pur-
chases into actual purchases from a binary choice model.
Competitive effects from other products within the store are
not fully specified. This is primarily due to the fact that it
would be impractical to elicit expectations for all the SKUs
that are on offer each week from every buyer. To address the
issue of missing competitive effect in our model, we have tried
to balance the price effect across participants and across
product categories: when some participants see in a week that
a product X is priced lower than the previous week, about the
same number of other participants would see the product
priced higher. Also, for each participant, the number of prod-
ucts with ascending price is about the same as the number of
products with descending price. Hence, the competition effect
from other products in our store should roughly cancel out at
the aggregate level. Moreover, Table 3 shows that only 14 %
of transactions in our observations involve unplanned pur-
chases or brand switching. Therefore, we believe that our
binary choice model captures the major component of con-
sumer decision-making in our data.

Another limitation in our analysis is that it is conditional to
the list of products that our participants intend to purchase. We
do not model how this list is generated, which is possibly
based on participants’ current price expectations and previous

purchase experience. Though it is important to understand
how consumers plan their purchases before visiting stores, it
is beyond the scope of our research to model all possible
combinations of the available 89 SKUs in our store that form
the shopping list.

5 Result

Consistent with theories of dual-process models of informa-
tion processing, we have estimated the latent class model in
Eq. (6), allowing for the existence of two classes.4 To further
test the consistency of our results with the hypotheses we
proposed in Section 2, and for the reason that we will discuss
below, we have also estimated a “structural heterogeneity”
model that was developed in Kamakura et al. [25] (for another
application, see [26]). Under this approach, researchers would
impose restrictions on some of the behavioral parameters for
different latent classes that are consistent with a priori struc-
tural assumptions. We explicitly restrict the updating and
purchasing behavior of the two classes for it to be consistent
with hypotheses H1 and H2. Further details will be provided
below. Estimation results of the two models are reported in
Table 6.

We first discuss the results of the latent class model. The
PRIOR and POST updating estimates are presented in the first
and second panels. For class 1 (the first column of estimates),
PRIOR is quickly updated if there is a disconfirmation be-
tween previous week’s price and PRIOR. The positive coeffi-
cient implies that the more positive is the disconfirmation, the
higher is the PRIOR in the next week. The smaller magnitude
coefficient for class 2 (the second column of estimates) in

4 We also estimate one- and three-class models. The one-class model
performs worse than the others based on both AIC and BIC. Although the
three-class model is better than the two-class model based on AIC, the
additional transaction class is small in size (about 9 %) that is split from
the larger class in the two-class model. Other parameter estimates are
similar. To test our hypotheses directly, based on dual-process informa-
tion processing, we choose to focus only on the two-class model. We also
estimate several alternative models to check the robustness of the results
presented here. For example, we estimate a model allowing for a
consumer-specific random effect on class membership. That is, we as-
sume a stochastic term ξi for each participant i in Eq. (5) that is fixed
across products and weeks. The magnitude of this effect is not significant
in our estimation, and other estimates are very similar to what we shall
present.
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contrast implies that its PRIOR is stable over time. Also, in
any week, the PRIOR of both classes is strongly correlated
with the PRIOR in the last week (estimated coefficients at
around 0.8).

Similar to the PRIOR updating, the current POST of
class 1 is positively correlated with its POST in last week
(0.74). For class 2, however, there is only a small correla-
tion, perhaps indicating that POST has not been carefully
considered during the shopping process. The coefficient for
PRICEt−POSTt−1ð Þ=p of class 2 is much smaller than class
1, implying that the former is less attentive to changes in
store prices when updating its POST. Turning to zones of
insensitivity, for class 1, the cutoff ratio for the updating of
PRIOR, k1

1, indicates that its participants will not update
their price expectations if disconfirmations with PRIOR
and price are smaller than 12 %. Other threshold value
estimates are insignificant.

The third panel presents the parameter estimates for pur-
chase decisions of the two classes. The critical distinction is
that for class 1, the most important variable in the purchase
decision is ln(PRICEt/POSTt). The coefficient (−5.06) is the

largest inmagnitude among all parameters. Thus, purchases of
this class are driven by the comparison of the cost of buying
now and the expected cost of buying later in an outside store.
In contrast, for class 2, ln(PRICEt/PRIORt) is the most impor-
tant variable (estimated coefficient at −1.16), showing that the
purchase decision of this class is primarily driven by the
psychological gain or loss due to the difference between the
actual price and the PRIOR of the store. The coefficient for
ln PRICEt=pð Þ for class 1 is significantly negative, while that
for class 2 is small and insignificant, indicating that the latter
class is not price sensitive. However, for the latter class, price
displays have a strong positive effect on purchase decisions.5

Finally, for class 1, the threshold for ln(PRICEt/POSTt), k4
s ,

implies that POST will only impact the purchase decision of
this class when the disconfirmation between store price and
POST is larger than 4 %. Other threshold estimates are not
significant.

Table 6 Parameter estimates of
the two-class model

a Significant at 5 % or better
b Significant at 10 %

Parameter Latent class model Structural heterog.
model

Class 1 Class 2 Class 1 Class 2
Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate

Updating: PRIOR formation Const1 0.15a 0.21a 0.17a 0.14a

PRIORt−1=p 0.83a 0.80a 0.81a 0.86a

PRICEt−1−PRIORt−1ð Þ=p 0.58a −0.07a 0.57a

Updating threshold (k1
s) 0.12a 0.06 0.12a

Updating: POST formation Const2 0.22a 0.91a 0.23a 0.90a

POSTt−1=p 0.74a 0.06a 0.73a 0.06a

PRICEt−POSTt−1ð Þ=p 0.73a −0.01 0.73a

Updating threshold (k2
s) 0.06 0.07 0.03a

Purchase decision Const3 0.53a −0.82a 0.59a −0.80a

Display 1.95 0.59b 1.87 0.59b

ln PRICEt=pð Þ −1.43b −0.37 −1.24 −0.30
ln(PRICEt/PRIORt) 1.17 −1.16a 0.59a

k3
s: threshold for ln(PRICEt/
PRIORt)

0.00 0.00 −0.02

ln(PRICEt/POSTt) −5.06a 0.66a −4.23a

k4
s: threshold for ln(PRICEt/
POSTt)

0.04b 0.14 0.05b

Probability function estimates
for class 1

Const −1.05a −1.21a

PriceDiff-Negative 8.41a 8.13a

PriceDiff-Positive −1.03 −1.01
Fav_Brand 1.37a 1.37a

PriorConfidence 0.03 0.05

Display −10.47 −9.63
ln(Inc) −0.08a −0.09a

Freq_Shop 0.32 0.34

5 Marginally statistical significance (p value at 0.06) with only 36 in-
stances (4 % of transactions) of price display.
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All of the above results are consistent with our hypotheses
H1 and H2 in Section 2; however, we are concerned that for
class 2, the coefficient of ln(PRICEt/POSTt) is significantly
positive. One possible explanation of this result is that con-
sumers in this class have not considered POST during the
purchasing process; hence, their responses to the post-
questionnaire were systematically biased, which might have
led to the spurious relationship in model estimation. To check
how our findings are affected by including POST in the
purchase decisions for class 2, we have estimated a structural
heterogeneity model. Theories of dual information processing
predict the existence of distinct PRIOR and POST updating
and purchasing behaviors. Based on the prediction, we restrict
the coefficients for ln PRICEjt=POSTijt

� �
δs3
� �

in Eq. (3),
updating parameters θ2

s in Eq. (1) and β2
s in Eq. (2) to be zero

for one (low-effort) class and for another (high-effort) class
the coefficient for ln PRICEjt=PRIORijt

� �
δs2
� �

in Eq. (3) to
be zero. That is, for the former class purchase, decisions are
independent from POST, and its price expectations are stable
over time, while for the latter class purchase, decisions are not
impacted by the PRIOR. Almost all parameter estimates of the
structural heterogeneity model, shown on the right panels in
Table 6, are very similar to the latent class model. The only
significant changes are that the magnitudes of the coefficients
of ln(PRICEt/POSTt) for class 1 and ln(PRICEt/PRIORt) for
class 2 have become smaller. As before, for class 1, the most
important factor for purchase decisions is POST and for class
2 is PRIOR.

Given that for most participants POST is the price that they
expect to pay in an outside store, we label class 1 the outside-
looking (OL) class. In contrast, class 2 makes decisions based
on the prior expected price (PRIOR) and the actual price of the
same store, and outside stores are not considered (at least for
the structural heterogeneity model). Therefore, we label class
2 the inside-focused (IF) class.

The bottom panels in Table 6 report the parameter esti-
mates in the probability function for a transaction to belong
to the OL class (see Eq. (6)). First, the intercept term is
significantly negative (−1.05 in the latent class model and
−1.21 in the structural heterogeneity model), implying that
on average, the size of the OL class is much smaller than
that of the IF class. That is, about 70 % of transactions in
our data are in the IF class, implying that for most of our
participants the comparison of prior price expectations and
actual store prices dictates the decisions of converting
planned to actual purchases. Furthermore, while the coeffi-
cient for “PriceDiff-Positive” is insignificant, that for
“PriceDiff-Negative” is significantly positive in both
models. This implies that a reduction in price from last
week greatly increases the probability of the transaction
being in the IF class. Since price decrease may generate a
large psychological gain for consumers, they will be less
motivated to consider prices in outside stores.

Consumers are more likely to belong to the OL class while
buying their favorite brand, as they are more motivated to
process information carefully [11], including the consider-
ation of outside alternatives. The coefficient for price display
(Display), though negative with large magnitude, is not statis-
tically significant, perhaps due to the fact that we only have
limited number of observations. For the individual-specific
factors, we find that shoppers with a lower household income
are more likely to belong to the OL class. However, the
coefficient for being a frequent shopper is not statistically
significant.

To conclude, the above results suggest that the group of
consumers who are unlikely to invest high effort in processing
price information belongs to the larger IF class. They focus on
comparing store prices and their prior expectations, without
considering the alternative of buying from outside stores.
These consumers are also less sensitive to store price changes.
Their PRIOR and POSTare updated much slower than the OL
class. These findings support our hypotheses H1 and H2.
Transaction-specific and individual-specific factors may affect
the effort level in the shopping process. In particular, price
promotions will increase the probability of a participant be-
longing to the IF class. These are consistent with our hypoth-
esis H3.

6 Implications of Consumer Price Expectations
and Managerial Takeaways

6.1 Managing Frequency and Depth of Price Promotions

In a typical store following Hi-Lo pricing, retailers have to
decide how frequent and how deep price promotions should
be offered in order to maximize sales increase. Using our
results, we conduct “what-if” price experiments to help shed
light on this issue. We choose a representative SKU—
Florida’s Natural 64 oz.—from the refrigerated orange juice
category. Florida’s Natural is a popular brand with a share of
about 17% from not-from-concentrate market and about 10%
from the total chilled juice market. The regular price is $2.30.
We assume that our store is facing the following three alter-
native promotion schemes: (1) price cut at 3 % (priced at
$2.23) over 5 weeks; (2) price cut at 5 % (priced at $2.19)
for the first 3 weeks, then back to the regular price for the last
2 weeks; and (3) price cut at 15 % (priced at $1.96) in the first
week, then back to the regular price for the next 4 weeks. We
assume in each week a typical consumer visits the store with
Florida’s Natural in her shopping list. We abstract away from
the impacts of price promotion on store traffic and brand
switching; instead, we focus on the impacts of promotional
schemes in converting customer-planned purchase to actual
purchase. Therefore, the results below should be viewed as
conditional on store visits and planned purchases.
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We further assume that without price promotion, the con-
sumer’s PRIOR and POST are at $2.30. However, seeing a
price promotion in store, she will update her POST, as our
results suggest. Conditional on being in the IF or OL class, we
compute the purchase probability under each of the promotion
schedules. Different levels of promotions will also change the
size of the two classes (the coefficient for PriceDiff-Negative
is significantly positive). Accordingly, we compute the class
membership probabilities and then calculate the expected
purchase probability weighted by these probabilities. Finally,
we calculate the demand elasticity. Since the average price cut
per week is 3 % under the three promotional schemes, the
elasticity is computed as the percentage change in total pur-
chase probability over 5 weeks divided by −3 %.

The result, based on the latent class model and the struc-
tural heterogeneity model, is summarized in Fig. 1. Overall
results of both models are highly consistent—a deeper dis-
count such as 5 % price cut for 3 weeks or a one-time 15 %
price cut generates a higher elasticity than small discount such
as 3 % price cut for 5 weeks (about −0.65 under the 5 and
15 % cuts vs. −0.5 under the 3 % cut using the latent class
model, and about −0.72 vs. −0.62, respectively, using the
structural heterogeneity model). A deeper investigation re-
veals that demand elasticity for the IF class is about the same
for the three promotions. The increase comes from the OL
class: a 3 % price cut does not pass the threshold for POST
updating (0.12) for the OL class; hence, its POSTwill remain

the same. The price cut also does not pass the threshold for
POST to impact the purchase probability (0.04). The com-
bined result is that consumers in this class are not responsive
to the 3 % price cut. With a larger price cut (5 or 15 %),
demand of the OL class will become more elastic. The deeper
the price discount, the higher the demand elasticity. However,
another factor will counteract the increase in elasticity—the
larger the price discount the more likely that consumers will
fall into the IF class, which is far less responsive to the store
price change. We find that the IF class size grows from 84 %
under the 3 % discount to 93 % under the 15% discount.
Hence, our first key managerial takeaway that is also consis-
tent with intuition provided by prior experimental work [27]:

Takeaway #1 A deep price discount over shorter duration
will increase sales more than several shallow
discounts over a longer duration.

Takeaway #2 A deep price discount will switch more con-
sumers to the IF class, whose purchase deci-
sions are influenced by the disconfirmation
between store price and PRIOR.

6.2 Managing Price Expectations During Promotions

The importance of managing price expectations during promo-
tions is illustrated in this section. Retailers often use communi-
cation strategies to supplement price promotions. Feature adver-
tisement, for example, informs potential customers about price
promotions thus may increase store traffic, but they may also
have consequences on consumers’ price expectations. Con-
sumers who see retailer’s feature advertisements before walking
into the store will lower their PRIOR to the new low level.
Consequently, the retailer does not get the benefit of a favorable
disconfirmation. Also, POST of the OL class, which is more
responsive to price promotion, will be partially downward ad-
justed with price promotion as consumers may expect similar
deals from other stores. An in-store promotion tag informing
that such deals are not available at other stores (e.g., “Price $Y
only in our store”) may convince this class not to lower its
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POST. We use what-if scenarios to illustrate how different price
expectations may impact sales, assuming that during promotion
a retailer decides to cut the price of Florida’s Natural juice by
15 % from $2.30 to $1.96.

Suppose the retailer reduces the price without any an-
nouncement. The PRIOR of both classes remains at $2.30,
but POST of the OL class will be lowered to $2.05. Price is
lower than PRIOR and POST leading to an expected demand
elasticity of −0.66 using the latent class model and −0.70
using the structural heterogeneity model (first bar from each
set in Fig. 2). Alternatively, if consumers were informed of the
price cut (e.g., through feature advertisement), their PRIOR is
updated to $1.96. The updated POST of the OL class is still
$2.05. Without the favorable disconfirmation between current
price and PRIOR, the purchase probability of the IF class will
be vastly reduced. As a result, the overall demand elasticity is
lower than the first scenario (see the second bar from each set
in Fig. 2).6

Assume that the price is cut without any announcement,
which leads to a favorable disconfirmation between the cur-
rent price and PRIOR, as in the first scenario. We further
assume that consumers’ POST is not updated following the
price promotion (e.g., with an on-the-shelf tag that says “Price
$1.96 only in our store”), leading to a greater favorable
disconfirmation between price and POST. This leads to an
increase in purchases from the OL class. This is the “best”
scenario for the store as the demand elasticity is the highest
using both model results (see the third bar from each set).
Finally, the fourth scenario illustrates the outcome when PRI-
OR is fully updated to $1.96 but POST is not. In this case,
demand elasticity (the fourth bar from each set in Fig. 2) is
smaller than the third scenario.

Takeaway #3 Managing price expectations is important for
the effectiveness of price promotions. Main-
taining consumers’ PRIOR and POST un-
changed will maximize the sales increase.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We set up a controlled online store shopping environment to
examine the extent that PRIOR and POST separately influ-
ence consumers’ purchase decisions. During the 5-week win-
dow, shoppers made real purchase decisions, allowing us to
collect rich data including their shopping plan and price
expectations. From the estimation results, we find that there
are two distinct classes of shopping behaviors in our data.

Purchase decisions of the IF class are driven by the difference
between actual price and PRIOR at the same store while that
of the OL class by the perceived difference between actual
price and POST. The IF class is less price sensitive and less
active in updating its price expectation and has a much larger
segment size. These results support our hypotheses that are
developed from the dual information processing theories.

Our study is the first in the marketing literature to provide
evidence that, under different market environments, con-
sumers’ purchase decisions are influenced by the two types
of price expectations in different ways. The results also help
retailers to understand the impact of different pricing and
promotion strategies and offer important managerial
takeaways. We use the results to explain why a promotion
scheme with deep discounts may increase store sales more
than several shallow discounts over a longer duration. We also
show that deep discounts may switch consumers to the IF
class, whose purchase decisions are mainly driven by the
PRIOR. Finally, we illustrate the importance of managing
price expectations when running a price promotion. To max-
imize the sales increase, it is important for stores to maintain
consumers’ PRIOR and POST unchanged.

We have acknowledged some of the limitations of our
analysis, including ignoring the competitive effects from other
products and that it is conditional on the list of products that
our participants plan to purchase, and discussed mitigating
actions. We also realize that our setup gives high internal
validity but somewhat limited external validity. Field experi-
ments in real stores would provide a good reality check of our
results. It is important for future research to address these
issues.
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